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Species Care Sheet  
 

Species Name: Messor Barbarus 

Colony form: Monogyne (one queen per colony) 

Queen Size: 15-18mm 

Worker Size: 3-14mm  

Difficulty: Beginner Friendly  
 

General Information: 
 

Messor Barbarus are a common species in Europe and North Africa. They are found mainly in the 

southern part of Europe and around the Mediterranean. They are commonly referred to as 

“harvester ants” due to their behaviour of collecting and storing seeds in their nests, for later 

consumption. Their seeds are stored underground in specialised chambers called granaries. They are 

however not the only harvester ants which does often lead to some confusion when talking about 

them. Harvester ants can also refer to Pogonomyrmex Occidentalis or Messor Structor and a 

plethora of other species.  

Nuptial flights are a massive event with many female and male alates taking to the air in order to 

mate. This occurs during summer time and results in the founding of many successful new Messor 

Barbarus nests.    

Messor Barbarus, like most European species, hibernate during winter. They hibernate during winter 

and will awake again during March. You can hibernate your Messor Barbarus by reducing the nest 

temperature to somewhere around 15 degrees Celsius. But do make sure not to go any lower than 

this as it can harm the colony. 

Due to their natural Mediterranean habitat, they prefer to have a nest temperature that is higher 

than the usual outside temperature in Britain. They can be kept at room temperature but for 

optimal colony growth we suggest keeping them around 25 degrees Celsius.  

If you have only a founding queen it is important that you keep her in a dark and quiet place that is 

free from regular vibrations. This due to how Messor Barbarus queens are easily stressed which can 

result in them eating their own eggs and brood. It is suggested you keep them in their quite place 

until she has a few workers. 

They can be moved out of their test tube when they have reached around 30 or so workers. At this 

point you should give them a small nest and outworld in which they can forage for seeds and other 

food stuffs.     

Messor Barbarus enjoy living in darkness so it is suggested that you keep their nest as dark and 

undisturbed as possible. This can be achieved by covering their nest in red acetate or opaque 

material such as tin foil.  
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Feeding: 
 

Messor Barbarus are specialised to feed on seeds. As a result, their diet will mainly consist of seeds 

such as dandelion (a favourite) and Canary seeds. Any seeds will typically be fine for Messor 

Barbarus; however, you must ensure they seeds have not been treated with any pesticides. 

Pesticides will result in the death of your colony so it is imperative that you ensure the ants do not 

come in contact with pesticides.  To avoid pesticides, you can buy organic bird seeds or even find 

your own outside as long as you know they haven’t been sprayed with pesticides.  

Even though they mainly eat seeds they will accept other insects as food. Doing so will give your 

colony a protein boost and result in the greater growth of your colony. If you do not like the idea of 

feeding insects to your colony you can always use protein jellies or cooked unseasoned meats. Both 

protein jelly and feeder insects are available under the accessories tab on our website. 

Unusually for ants, they will not usually accept sugar water or any other forms of sugar. So, it is 

advised you do not try to give them it as it will just ferment and go off as they will not touch it. 

 

Caste System: 
  

Unlike many other European ant species Messor Barbarus have multiple worker castes. These are as 

follows: minor, media and major. The minor workers, as the names suggests, are the smallest worker 

caste. Their main role is to tend to the brood and queen. The role of the media workers are the 

foragers who go out in search of food. Finally, the majors are the largest caste and are responsible 

for turning seeds into “ant bread” and also defending the nest.  


